Responsible Tourism—Integrating Families with Disabled Children in Tourist Destinations
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Abstract: This article addresses issues regarding the intention of responsible tourism to increase the accessibility of tourist destinations for children with disabilities and their families. The main objective of this research is to identify the barriers that families with disabled children confront during their touristic experiences and to find ways to diminish these barriers. In this respect, qualitative marketing research based on the focus group method was conducted. The research results revealed that the most important barriers faced by such families are attitude barriers, followed by physical barriers and a lack of information. Starting from these results, we proposed the higher involvement of national authorities and other stakeholders in strategies meant to decrease or remove the barriers faced by people with disabilities and their attendants in order to develop responsible tourism. Such strategies could firstly involve the development of a primary school curriculum by including educational programs that are meant to avoid attitude barriers. Secondly, other stakeholders could use new emerging technologies, such as virtual reality, to offer tourists the opportunity to experience some tourism products and places before they travel.
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1. Introduction

According to the Cape Town Declaration, responsible tourism means “making better places for people to live in and better places for people to visit” and involves responsibilities for all the stakeholders in the hospitality field (tour operators, hoteliers, governments, local people, tourists, etc.) towards a common goal: to make tourism more sustainable. Two of the many forms of responsible tourism recognized by the Cape Town Declaration are the provision of more enjoyable experiences for tourists and access for people with disabilities [1]. Moreover, tourism activities can contribute to the sustainable development goals set up by the United Nations in 2015, which aim to decrease and eradicate poverty, to protect the planet, and to ensure equality and prosperity. One example of action could be the integration of people with disabilities in destination sites by eliminating some barriers, such as physical and attitude barriers [2]. At the same time, tourist activities can bring many benefits to persons with disabilities such as enhancing personal development, increasing their social inclusion, and increasing their quality of life [3,4].

The preoccupation with studying tourists with special needs represents both a form of responsible tourism and also a way to help achieve the United Nations’ the sustainable development goals, while the statistics regarding persons with disabilities at the beginning of 2018 reflect that more than a
billion people—15% of the world’s population—had a form of disability [5], with at least 10% being children and 80% living in developing countries [6].

For disabled children and their families, taking part in tourism represents a challenge in an environment designed for people without disabilities [4,7]. A vacation with a child with disabilities represents a challenge for both the family, because of its complex features [8], and for the tourism stakeholders. Lately, a significant number of concerns regarding the use of the tourism industry as a tool for social integration have been noticed [9]. Identifying possibilities for the better and easier integration of these people in the tourist destinations and for diminishing barriers by adapting the accommodation facilities, the food units, the tourist attractions, and the communication tools specific to serve special needs also represents a development opportunity for companies in the tourism industry. At the same time, changing people’s mentality regarding the acceptance of people with disabilities represents a challenge for the entirety of society.

Integrating people with disabilities in tourism activities has become increasingly attractive for the academic environment [10], but the link between responsible tourism and the process of integrating people with disabilities in tourism destinations still represents a challenge, as it is a topic which is seldom approached. There are, however, some studies that approach the issue of integrating people with disabilities into tourism by proposing different solutions. One of these solutions consists of using virtual reality in the communication process, since it represents a successful, already used tool in tourism but has been rarely explored for the mentioned audiences.

In this context, the scope of our research was to identify the barriers that families with disabled children confront in their tourist experiences and the possibilities to diminish these barriers. Considering the proposed scope, based on focus group research, this article intends to present opinions regarding the touristic experiences of some parents of children with disabilities on the one hand, and on the other hand, a specialist’s point of view of these issues.

The main research questions were conceived by the authors in order to achieve the main objectives of the study, as follows: (Q1) What are the main barriers that families with disabled children confront in their relation with other stakeholders in tourism? (Q2) In what way could the degree of acceptance/integration of these people in society and also in tourist communities be improved? (Q3) What are the perceived benefits of using VR in helping families with disabled children to avoid physical barriers in tourism activities?

This research was carried out in Romania. The main reason for choosing Romania was the fact that during 2006–2019 in Romania, the number of people with disabilities has increased from nearly 500,000 persons to over 800,000. According to the National Authority for Persons with Disabilities, at the end of March 2019 in Romania, there were 826,197 persons with a form of disability (3.73% of the population), and over 65,000 of these were children [11]. On the other hand, Romania represents a touristic country with great natural potential, and the understanding of the needs of people with disabilities by tourism stakeholders can lead to an increased need to ensure accessibility for people with disabilities.

Based on the obtained results, the article highlights some proposals regarding the possibilities of decreasing every type of the identified barriers, for a better integration of persons with disabilities in destination sites.

The article is structured as follows: Section 2 reviews the literature, Section 3 describes the research methodology, Section 4 presents the results and discussions, and Section 5 contains the conclusions and proposals.

2. Literature Review

Responsible tourism has been approached in the literature from many points of view by approaching the impact of the quality of life of residents from tourist destinations [12,13], the tourists’ behavior [14] and the ways to encourage tourist to practice responsible tourism [15], the behavior of the managers from tourism units [16,17], and the tourism operators’ corporate social
Tourism is increasingly used as a tool for social integration [9]; however, there are only a few studies that have linked responsible tourism with integrating people with disabilities in tourism destinations. The most used concepts of inclusive tourism, accessible tourism, or even social tourism show that this topic is significantly raising the level of interest within the academic community regarding this issue.

The collaboration between different types of stakeholders in order to find solutions to raise the accessibility in tourism represents a research theme for many working papers in the field. In this context, the present and future visitors are also considered as stakeholders [19–23]. Considering the relationships and interactions as the stakeholders’ causal scope [24] may represent a strategy for sustainable development of tourist destinations it becomes a necessity to develop a strategy that takes this aspect into consideration. Such a strategy could involve the accessibility of people with disabilities as far as the accessibility might become a competitive advantage in sustainable development of tourism companies, but also a challenge for them [25,26]. The competitive advantage may also occur through a holistic approach to understand these people’s needs and through the ever-increasing social responsibility stemming from innovative management [27]. People with disabilities are also considered an attractive segment for new types of tourism—the sharing tourism (peer-to-peer accommodations), by offering a series of practical implications for hosts [28].

A family with a disabled child presents different dynamics in holidays, with both typical and distinctive costs and benefits [8]. Specialists studied the problems/barriers faced by families with disabled children in their desire to practice tourism and, also, the benefits those holidays can offer them. Many tourist destinations were found unavailable for these families for a lot of reasons like the special needs of the child or of the other members of the family, the ways of transport or the accommodation units [29]. Another studied issue is the tendency to “underestimate the beneficial effects of intrapersonal and interpersonal relationships” in the attempt to make the tourist destinations more accessible to disabled children and their families [30].

Although all the constraints, specialists studied the benefits that a holiday can bring to families with children with disabilities and the strategies adopted by these families to make the experience as enjoyable as possible for these children [31]. Benefits such as well-being, health improvement, reducing the level of loneliness and social connection were highlighted [32,33].

Eichhorn and Buhalis (2011) identify three types of barriers in tourism for people with disabilities - physical barriers, attitude barriers and the lack of information. These barriers are analyzed and researched in the literature, both separately and together [34].

Many researchers recognize that physical barriers represent a major impediment for many people with disabilities. For instance, regarding accommodation, five predictors of satisfaction for people with disabilities were identified—accessibility in rooms, in public areas, in recreation spaces, in bath and in restaurants and bars—and the conclusion was that the satisfaction experienced by these people is directly proportional to the degree of accessibility offered by the hotel [35,36]. A qualitative study on people with disabilities from Israel concluded, for instance, that they face challenges both because of the physical design of the hotel as well as personnel behavior, so hotel managers need to take measures to mitigate these risks [37].

Transport also represents an important component of the touristic experience, and different categories of stakeholders - both local authorities and private operators - must assure proper traveling conditions for people with disabilities. In the literature there are a lot of studies regarding the urban transportation system to meet the needs of these people [38–42] or other ways of transport, such as air transport [43,44]. Even though some improvements were achieved during last years, the needs of people with disabilities are still insufficiently understood; companies have to be creative not only to facilitate the access for people with disabilities, but, also, to decrease the cost of transportation for them [45].
The first question of this study starts from the barriers identified in the previous studies-(Q1) What are the main barriers that families with disabled children are confronting in their relation with other stakeholders from tourism?

The tourist experience undoubtedly includes non-physical components related to interaction with personnel and other visitors, and their attitude towards people with disabilities can transform this experience into an unpleasant one [46]. An educational program regarding persons with disabilities in the schools of tourism may change the students’ attitude in a positive direction [47]. These tourists (people with disabilities) require a greater sensitivity from hotel personnel; therefore, hotel managers have to take measures to improve the experience [48].

People with disabilities are living very intensive tourist experiences, so in order to understand their special needs, the removal of physical and attitudinal barriers—by staff and, also, by other tourists represents a challenge [26]. The attitude of other tourists still represents a problem, as it results from a study revealing that 2/3 of the respondents agreed to share a hotel with disabled persons after they have been informed verbally about this, but, after they were offered visual information, this percentage decreased, demonstrating the fact that the degree of acceptance is still low [10].

For a better and easier integration in tourism, people with disabilities need a change in the attitudes of those around them, so another research question of this study was focused on this issue-(Q2) In what way could the degree of acceptance/integration of these people in society be improved, as well as in the tourist communities?

An important aspect that resulted from different studies is the lack of marketing communication—the facilities in tourism are suffering serious gaps in communication with people with disabilities; the communication process doesn’t help these people to be included in tourist facilities, it doesn’t help them to step-out the barriers and it doesn’t support them to take the purchasing decision [49,50]. In communicating with people with disabilities, information is not only a component of marketing communication, but, also, a “transmitter of experiences” [51]. New communication technologies promise to remove barriers, extend access for people with disabilities to education, commerce, employment and entertainment [52] and facilitate them an easier social and labor integration [53]. Among these technologies, virtual reality (VR) can help people to experience a new digital environment different from the present physical environment, creating a spatial presence in a certain destination [54] and it can answer to questions in the pre-purchasing process helping customers to decide [55]. For instance, VR might be used in tourism to allow a product experience before purchase, to provide emotional experience that are “lived and visitor controlled, tours of cities and buildings, landscapes, particular destinations, museums etc.” [56]. More than that, for people with disabilities, VR can provide a safe and controlled environment in which they can experiment real-world situations and where they can practice skills and abilities that it can help in the real world for a better integration [57–60].

The results of several studies demonstrated that presence in a VR experience is effective in modeling people’s behavior, increasing the level of preference and visitation intention [61–63].

Even the role and benefits of using VR in tourism is far from being fully investigated, specialists recognize its importance in providing a “daydream” about a touristic destination [64] and recommend more user-centric VR studies starting from clear identification and understanding of users’ needs and wishes [65]. The last question of the research considers previous considerations related to VR, (Q3) What are the perceived benefits of using VR in helping families with disabled children to avoid physical barriers in tourism activities?

3. Research Methodology

Considering the research questions - mentioned before - and based on the literature review, the research objectives were set, as follows: (1) Evaluating the attitude barriers faced by families of children with disabilities in relation with other stakeholders from tourism (tourists, employees of transportation companies, employees of tourist units, public authorities) during the trips they carried out as tourists; (2) Identifying the main physical barriers that make the participation of persons with
disabilities to tourists activities harder; (3) Identifying some ideas regarding possibilities of diminishing the attitude barriers for families with disabled children; (4) Finding opportunities to use VR in order to help families with disabled children to identify and to avoid physical barriers in tourism activities. To achieve the research goals, qualitative marketing research based on the focus group method was conducted. Considering the fact that this is a delicate theme, the authors appreciated that qualitative research brings advantages in achieving the established objectives [66], and also because the themes are new for Romania - a country where focusing on the needs of persons with disabilities only became important in recent years. The research sought to identify the opinions of families with disabled children and the opinions of specialists involved in their education regarding the existing facilities, the level of training, human behavior and moral attitudes of the involved stakeholders in the tourism service providing process. The data were collected from February to March 2019 from a sample of 32 persons from Transylvania, one of the most important regions of Romania. The selection of participants was based on the official list of schools from Transylvania specialized in the education of disabled children and regular schools where these children are studying. Three schools were selected, and their managers were contacted to propose which specialists should participate in the group interviews. These specialists were asked to select the parents that should participate in the research [67]. In this way four relatively homogeneous groups with 8 participants per group were formed [68].

Two of these interviews were conducted with professionals who work with disabled children in educational institutions or as itinerant psychologist (which assist children with special education needs included in mass learning with typical children in different schools from the Transylvania region). The other two groups were conducted with parents/tutors of people with disabilities-called from now on “parents”.

Inside the two group categories the researchers tried to assure the involvement of some specialists with big professional achievement and also of parents of children with different disabilities, in order to assure the trustable and reliable research. The researchers targeted to assure the heterogeneity inside the 2 type of groups, so the groups consisted of as many types of specialists and parents as possible.

For the specialist groups, the selection was based on the following criteria: specialization (in order to assure the representativeness of all the specific educational services in Romania-physiotherapy, speech therapy, psychodiagnosis, counseling and specific therapy, special psychopedagogy, social care), and experience (in order to select those specialists with a lot of experience in working with disabled children) (See Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Respondent’s Position/Specialization</th>
<th>Code Number</th>
<th>Expected Outcomes/Child Problem/Type of Problems that Children Are Facing with (in the Specialists Case)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speech therapist</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ASD—Autistic Spectrum Disorder, Down Syndrome, Severe developmental/intellectual disability, Physical disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychologist</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>ASD—Autistic Spectrum Disorder, Down Syndrome, associated disorders, physical disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech therapist</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Development/intellectual disability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Education Teacher</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Development/intellectual disability(moderate/severe), ASD—Autistic Spectrum Disorder, physical disabilities, hearing loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Education Teacher</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>ASD—Autistic Spectrum Disorder, Development/intellectual disability, emotional problems, Epilepsy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychologist</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Down Syndrome, ASD—Autistic Spectrum Disorder, Physical disabilities, Development/intellectual disability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Respondent’s Position/Specialization</th>
<th>Code Number</th>
<th>Expected Outcomes/Child Problem/Type of Problems that Children Are Facing with (in the Specialists Case)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Special Education Teacher</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>physical/motor deficiencies, Development/intellectual disability, ASD—Autistic Spectrum Disorder, Down Syndrome, severe associated deficiencies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech therapist</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Development/intellectual disability(moderate/severe), severe associated deficiencies, Down Syndrome, ASD—Autistic Spectrum Disorder, schizoid elements, Epilepsy, physical disabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Education Teacher</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Problems of adaptation, integration, cognitive, behavioral, self-control, personal autonomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychologist</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Development/intellectual disability(moderate/severe)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itinerant/support teacher</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>ASD—Autistic Spectrum Disorder, Down Syndrome, cerebral ataxia, Stargardt’s disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Education Teacher</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Problems of adaptation, integration, cognitive, behavioral, self-control, personal autonomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychologist</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Problems of adaptation, integration, cognitive, behavioral, self-control, personal autonomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itinerant/support teacher and parent of a child with Down syndrome</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>ASD—Autistic Spectrum Disorder(moderate/severe), sensory-auditory deficiencies, motor disabilities, Spastic tetraparesis, Dandy Walker Syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Itinerant/support teacher</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Integration issues, Development/intellectual disability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Education Teacher</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Integration issues, Development/intellectual disability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the parent groups, the selection criteria were: the type of child’s deficiency (low, medium and high deficiency), physical deficiencies (Spastic quadriplegia), associated deficiencies (ASD—Autistic Spectrum Disorder, Down syndrome, Hyperkinetic disorder); the child’s age (from 6 to 18 years); the type of school that the child attends (specific education units for severe, serious and associate deficiencies and regular schools where the children with special educational needs are allowed to study on a personalized plan) (See Table 2).

Table 2. Categories of respondents in the qualitative research-Parent/Foster parent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Respondent’s Position/Specialization</th>
<th>Code Number</th>
<th>Expected Outcomes/Child Problem/Type of Problems that Children Are Facing with (in the Specialists Case)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parent/Foster parent</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Nonverbal autism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent/Foster parent</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>ASD—Autistic Spectrum Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent/Foster parent</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Spastic quadriplegia, Partial epilepsy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent/Foster parent</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Developmental/Intellectual disability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent/Foster parent</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>ASD—Autistic Spectrum Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent/Foster parent</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>ASD—Autistic Spectrum Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent/Foster parent</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>ASD—Autistic Spectrum Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent/Foster parent</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>Congenital microencephaly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent/Foster parent</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Down Syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent/Foster parent</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Hyperkinetic syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent/Foster parent</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Developmental/Intellectual disability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent/Foster parent</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>ASD—Autistic Spectrum Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent/Foster parent</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Quadriplegia, Severe developmental disability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent/Foster parent</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>ASD—Autistic Spectrum Disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent/Foster parent</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Down Syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent/Foster parent</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Down Syndrome</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The four interviews were conducted by a qualified moderator using two interview guides designed to assure the objectives’ achievement, with common elements and specific aspects for each category of participants.

In conducting the research, the ethical guidelines were adhered to. Participants were provided with information about the context and purpose of the study. Participants were informed that their participation was voluntary, that they were free to withdraw their consent at any time [69]. Also, they provided details about how they can learn about the results of the study.

To get the emergence of the group, during the discussions the participants had the opportunity to express themselves freely, to reveal their ideas and beliefs, without any element of restrictions on interfering in the conversation, but only after the previous speaker finished his/her exposure.

The participants were encouraged to express their own point of view, as they felt, even if their opinions were different from others’ opinions, considering the fact that the research goal wasn’t to get a consensus, but on contrary, to find exactly what are each participant’s views about the subject; it was considered to be interesting to find out when somebody has a similar opinion or a disagreement with the others. This was encouraged by assuring all the participants that there is no restriction and by specifying clearly that all the answers are equally valuable for the purpose of the research.

The discussions have started by providing information about the necessity of audio and video recording, and by obtaining their consent to use the obtained information only for research purposes without any association with their names. They were also made aware about the extent to which confidentiality can be ensured. After the introductory discussion, some information about the research purposes was provided, followed by the request for a short presentation of the participants. Besides this information, the specialists were asked to provide a short argument of their decision to work with these children with special needs and the parents/tutors were asked to give some information about their employment status.

3.1. Attitude Barriers

The first objective of this research consisted in finding the barriers of attitude faced by the families with disabled children in their relation with other stakeholders from tourism. In this respect we tried to find the respondents’ opinions about the way that community perceives people with disabilities and families with disabled children as tourists. We started from the assumption that such a barrier involves the way in which tourists with special needs and their families are perceived by other citizens, public authorities, employees from the urban transportation system, employees from tourism, etc.

In the first interview guide—the guide for the specialists—the question “Do you consider that children you are work with have problems of social inclusion (inappropriate perception) in public spaces when they travel?” was introduced to find the way that these children have access to social inclusion. Also, they were asked to identify some situations when disabled children/their families, as tourists, had some “inappropriate treatments” from people/tourists and to try to explain the causes of these situations in order to identify the way that specialists think that disabled children are treated.

In the parents case, the researchers considered that the issue is a delicate one, so this objective was achieved by introducing in the interview guide of a request to generally describe the experiences they had when traveled - both positive and negative ones - the constraints, the limitations and the problems that they faced. By using this technique, the researchers intended to determine the measure that parents felt by their own initiative to talk about issues related to the social inclusion of their children when they are tourists. In the same time, parents were asked to specify if they felt worried about their safety or their children’s safety, and to describe those situations.

By using specific techniques in the two types of interview guides, the researchers also tried to identify the stakeholders awareness (tourists, employees from the public transportation system, managers and employees from hotels, public authorities) regarding the specific needs of persons with disabilities and how stakeholders are acting in the context of having disabled children around them.
3.2. Physical Barriers

To identify the physical barriers/obstacles that disabled children are confronting when they travel, the question “In your opinion, what are the main problems that families with disabled children are confronting when they travel in a touristic scope?” was introduced in the interview guide for the specialists. In an additional section of the interview guide the specialists were asked to describe their own experiences of traveling with children with disabilities as organizers of trips for these children.

In both type of the interview guides the researchers were interested to find information about this barriers, so they introduced the following questions: “Have you ever been beneficiaries of special conditions of access to institutions, touristic objectives, accommodation units, means of transport?”, “What are the issues are you informing about before you travel?”, “What are the security measures you consider when planning a trip?”, “What safety measures do you take into consideration in order to make sure your child feels good?”, “How do you find out about the accessibility conditions for different touristic goals?”.

The research also focused on improving the degree of acceptance/integration in communities/touristic groups. In order to find ways to avoid existing barriers which don’t let people with disabilities travel in optimal and safe conditions, the following questions were addressed to both categories - specialists and parents: “In what ways do you consider that people, especially tourists should be informed about the special needs that some children have?”, “What should people know to help them accept these children?”.

Furthermore, the respondents were asked to address a message to families that don’t confront these types of problems to see to what extent they appreciate that an informing and awareness campaign is necessary; to whom do they consider that the message should be directed, and what would be the media they think is best suited for transmitting the message.

Also, by applying the technique of role playing, through which experts were asked to imagine that they are in the position to improve the quality of life for children with special needs and their families, so that they feel encouraged to practice several touristic activities, the researchers tried to get some proposals regarding decisions and measures that should be taken in order to identify the tourism stakeholders that should be involved in this step.

The role of VR in Tourism for Families with Disabled Children

At the end of the discussions, the concept of VR was explained to the participants and they had the possibility to test this type of technology, to have a clear image about its potential to be used by people with disabilities in tourism.

To highlight the subjects’ attitudes regarding the impact that VR could have in the enhancement of touristic activity for people with disabilities, the specialists were asked to answer to the following questions: “Could VR be used to simulate various social context, so children with special needs learn to adapt to or imitate the other children behavior, so that differences may not be so obvious?”, “Do you consider that VR could help parents in planning their trip?”, “Do you consider that VR could help parents in travel planning?”.

In the interviews with the parents, they were asked to answer to what extent do they consider that VR could help their children adapt to new situations and better understand what is going to happen (for example, they can see where they are, what they are expected to do etc.).

The four focus groups interviews were audio-recorded, transcribed, and analyzed using Content analysis [70]. The steps of this analysis included: familiarization; identifying a thematic framework; indexing; charting; mapping; interpretation. Familiarization with the data was achieved by listening to the recordings, reading the transcripts in their entirety several times, and reading the observational notes taken during the interview or immediately after the interview [71]. For clarification of some contradictory responses, some of the specialists were later contacted to provide further details. The approach to data analysis was inductive (“conventional analysis”). Content analysis was conducted in several stages [72]. Redundant information or information that was not pertinent to
research objectives and questions has been removed. The next stage was reviewing the raw data to get a sense of the whole and identify content. At this stage, the primary and secondary topics were identified. For example, from the physical barrier theme, a secondary theme was drawn, referring to physical barriers in public transportation, because the participants have paid a great deal of attention to this issue. Then, the data was divided into categories and subcategories; it was coded and described in a concise but significant way. Each theme was analyzed in depth, the main subtopics were identified, and significant quotations were assigned to each subtopic. The next stage involved analyzing interaction data in each content area based on the interactions and discussions between participants. To increase the rigorosity and to go beyond the verbal communication analysis of the focus group participants, a micro-interlocutor analysis was conducted [73] including non-verbal behavior [74]. To determine how participants, use different words and expressions to explain their versions of experiences, events, and so on, discourse analysis was used [74]. The results obtained through previous steps for each content area were integrated. All subcategories and categories, from “manifest analysis” of content, and all subtopics and themes from “latent content analysis” [72] were grouped into “subgroups” and “groups”. Finally, the results of all content areas were integrated and the whole results were reported.

Validity of the study was done using “Data triangulation” [75]. For each objective, information obtained from the parent group was compared with information obtained from the group of specialists as well as with the results of other research in the specialized literature. The results were presented in an integrated way so as to present all groups and subgroups in all content areas in a short text, in a specific manner for qualitative studies [72].

4. Results and Discussions

The research results are structured by considering every objective stated based on the answers to the research questions. The first question (Q1) was divided into 2 objectives (O1 and O2), namely attitude barriers and physical barriers.

(1) Evaluating the attitude barriers faced by families of children with disabilities in relation with other tourism stakeholders (tourists, employees of transportation companies, employees of tourist units, and public authorities) during the trips they carried out as tourists.

All the participants considered that neither other tourists (typical tourists) nor authorities nor the employees working in tourism are sufficiently prepared for ideal behavior regarding people with disabilities or their families, which confirms that they require greater sensitivity for interactions with these groups [48], and the need for special training for staff [47].

As was mentioned before [8], families with a disabled child sometimes have a particular distinction - some of the children with special needs, despite the fact that they have a physiognomy that doesn’t show their medical disease, have an aggressive behavior or on the contrary they are too sensitive. Because of these features, other children sometimes avoid them. The pattern of this behavior is more evident when children with disabilities have other problems as well.

A major problem also revealed in other studies is interactions with staff or other tourists [10,26,46, 48]. Regarding the large public (the other typical tourists), the conclusions of the answers given by the sample members reveal that just a small part of the large public really knows how to behave when a family with a child with disabilities is around. It’s obvious that in Romania, generally speaking, people do not behave naturally around people with disabilities. The respondents consider that the main cause of this behavior resides in the fact that Romanian people are not used to seeing people with disabilities in the public space, a conclusion that is different to the results of other studies from Northern Europe [51]. This behavior is the consequence of at least two factors: cultural factors and economic factors. In the Romanian culture, in the past, especially in rural environments, having a child with disabilities was considered to be a shameful situation, and the whole family became anti-social. In a family with a child with disabilities one of the parents—usually the mother—gives up on working, so the family income is affected (as in other countries [41,76]). In addition, an important share of the family income is spent on
therapies or medication. In these circumstances, the family members’ participation in public activities - whether they are cultural or touristic activities - is significantly reduced.

“It happened to me a lot of times that parents or grandparents didn’t let their child play with my child or to left the park when we arrived at the playground” (#19), said a Down Syndrome child’s mother. Another situation was described by a mother of a child with many psychic and physical disabilities: “other people looked at us like they were looking at a strange thing” (#29). A mother of a child with multiple disabilities said: “When in a restaurant, some of the seats remained free around us. In some situations, we had to avoid public transportation or to leave the theatre”. (#21)

All the research participants agreed that families with disabled children do not feel comfortable in public spaces, and their children are avoided by the other children, in concordance with the previous studies related social models of disability [76–78]. These findings confirm the results of other research, according to which tourists’ desires to share public places with disabled people on holiday are low [10]. One of the psychologists that accompanied a group of such families in a camp at the seaside declared that “Everyday there was an open space between us and the others on the beach” (#4). When they were asked about the way that children were affected in this situation, the psychologists agreed that the most affected were the parents. “Most of the children live in their own world, they don’t understand and they are not affected. The ones that are suffering are the family members.” (#2). The parents understand, see and feel; sometimes they are too exhausted to react or suffer anymore but they are striving to make the best of their children’s experiences, they try to find explanations, to find excuses for people’s behavior and ignorance. The findings are consistent with results of other studies [31].

Both categories of participants - parents and specialists - tried to explain this behavior by the fact that tourists do not want to interfere by such problems during their holidays. Of course, there are some exceptions. One of the participants shared a positive experience about a vacation in Romania, when she had a real support in taking care of the disabled child from a couple of tourists from the same hotel. This parent described that experience by offering details about the joy, admiration, and gratitude for the behavior of a supportive couple. Some of the other parents declared that they would feel happier if people were more emphatic and understanding. The participants agreed that improving people’s attitudes regarding families with disabled children is needed, an idea that is consistent in other studies [47,77–79]. The participants considered that such an attitude change might be accomplished through adequate educational policies. Education should start from the idea of that these families have the same human rights as others, an idea highlighted by most of the specialists that are working with persons with disabilities [47,49].

The respondents considered that the authorities are not enough involved in solving the problems of the families with disabled children. Some of the specialists consider that the current rights should be improved by law and they should be better known by the society [76]; also, they consider that the way that these rights are accomplished should be a main concern of the authorities.

“People with disabilities need rights, not mercy”, said one of the psychologists during the research. (#1).

In this context, the role of the legislative package in the field was stressed, by pointing out the fact that it should be aligned to the standards from the international level, and, also the role of the public authorities—that should check out to what extent the rights provided by this law are complied with was stressed. In opposition, some of the parents consider that these rights, when exposed in a too strong way, have a contrary effect, by making citizens angry. In this context, a declaration made by a mother with a child with multiple diseases is relevant:

“We hear a lot of times - including on mass-media - comments made by the general public or by leaders saying that In Romania only children with disabilities get support … What about award winning children?” (#19). “Such comments make me suffer very much” said a mother and all the other parents agreed that in Romania, the families with disabled children are disadvantaged.

One of the participants argued, in consensus with the others, that public attitudes and the authorities’ attitudes can be seen by the way that their rights are sustained. According to some opinions,
this attitude of support and protection for families with disabled children has a negative impact on their lives. Instead of fighting, they are just expecting help. One of the specialists (#21) considers that people with disabilities and their families have gained the respect of others instead of expecting protective behavior from them. Regarding the personnel working in the tourist accommodation units or in the urban transportation companies, the respondents stressed several times, even without a direct question about this, that the employees are not well qualified to manage the relationships with disabled people, a finding which is consistent with other studies [38,47–49]. The examples highlighted only the situation of the bus drivers from Brasov, Romania, which don’t help people with disabilities or the accompanying people, and they confirm the results of a prior study, that driver attitudes is a concern for these people [42]. One of the participants compared the situation in Romania with that from other European Union states, where the bus drivers get off the bus to help people to get in. The participants consider that in Romania, the bus drivers should be trained in order to know what the special needs of this people are and to help them get in the transportation means safely, which might be a problem both of attitude and also a problem of knowing of their needs, as other studies reveal [42].

(2) Identifying the main physical barriers that make the participation in touristic activities harder for persons with disabilities.

The sample members consider that in Romania the legislation regarding the physical access of people with disabilities in public institutions was harmonized with international standards. However, there are a lot of situations when the solutions found by public institutions or by the tourism units didn’t solve the access problems, but instead only created an infrastructure that apparently respects the legal provisions. The research participants stressed examples of situations when even though there is infrastructure for a wheelchair, it is still impossible to use it. This types of results were also identified by other studies [29,34,37,45].

Trying to explain that regulations haven’t any value if they are not respected, one of the participants noticed a situation of the parking places for people with disabilities where even though they are marked in a visible way, most of the time they are used by people that have no right to do that. “The parking for people with disabilities is also used by other people without any consequences from the authorities”(#10).

In terms of accommodation infrastructure, in accordance with prior studies [29,35,37], the participants consider that in Romania there are hotel chains that have arranged access ramps, rooms, and bathrooms for people with disabilities, in order to remove physical barriers, but most of the time the tariffs exceed the financial limits of families with disabled children. Just a few of the hotels with low prices can provide optimal conditions of access and accommodation for these families. In the participants’ opinions, the most delicate issue is the possibility of providing easy access for people with disabilities to tourist attraction for children. A mother of a child with multiple diseases revealed a situation when she had a vacation organized for families with disabled children at the seaside. Even though the hotel provided proper conditions for the group, access to the beach was almost impossible, because accessibility was assured by a path of 500 m with no conditions for a proper movement. As a result, most of the families spent their holiday in the hotel.

To prevent difficulties during tourism travel, families with children with disabilities plan all aspects of the trip in detail. The most requested includes the nature of disabled access, the parking possibilities, as well as the room’s type, size, equipment, and location. All the parents said that they prefer rooms located at the ground floor to get easy and safe access for their children. Also, they look for information about the safety and the accessibility of the tourism attractions: “I am looking for safe beaches, without stones, where water is smooth. I always check the beach along with other moms” said one of the interviewed mothers (#21). The necessity of a better communication process was revealed in prior studies [49–51,76].

(3) Identifying some ideas regarding possibilities of diminishing the attitude barriers for the families with disabled children.
The sample members considered that the society degree of civilization is reflected in the way that it treats those who have special needs; the process of inclusion depends both on the mentality of those in difficulty and on the others. Thus, negative mentalities and attitude might change through the provision of information.

When they were asked if they believe that others should know certain things to accept people with disabilities, the respondents provided an impressive number of ideas that might be grouped into three categories: rational appeals, emotional appeals, and human rights related appeals. Some of the respondents consider that the rational arguments should be appealed to, considering the fact that people should understand that not having a problem in the present doesn’t guarantee the same situation in the future, as follows: “A typical child might become a child with special needs at any time” (#4). “Could you dream the sea without seeing it, feeling it, hearing it?” (#10) “In any moment, anybody could become a person with special needs, as a result of an accident. How would you like to be treated if you become a different person?” (#16). The emotional appeals were focused especially on compassion: “Behave as you’d like others to behave with you” (#11), “Try to understand their needs” (#9). The third category expresses the idea of equality, by stressing the fact that every person is valuable in a way “Let’s learn that every person has something to show and that we can learn something from everybody” (#5), “It’s not a mistake to be different. We all are different” (#13).

All the participants consider that other people should understand the problems faced by families with disabled children and agreed that through education the situation could change for the better. This idea was highlighted previously in other research [47].

During the research, one of the participants – a mother of a child with Down syndrome – explained the way she succeeded to solve her son’s school’s integration problems through an emotional appeal addressed to the other parents. During a meeting she explained them all the problems her family is facing with the special needs of her son, the sacrifices that all the family faces every day, and the need for compassion and respect that they feel. The parents explained their children this particular situation, so the children’s attitude changed. After hearing this story, the parents from the interview groups suggested that the tourists’ attitudes could be positively changed in a similar way (through education and communication).

From the participants’ perspective, the most desirable way in which the large public could find information about the special needs of some people (including children) is to involve all the people in common activities, so the beneficial effects of interpersonal relationship were revealed [30,76]. Also, the classic methods of publicity and information were mentioned, but these ones are considered to be less efficient.

(4) Finding opportunities to use virtual reality (VR) in order to help families with disabled children to identify and to avoid physical barriers in tourism activities

After experiencing the use of VR, all the participants suggested that this technology is able to help families with disabled children through providing better information before planning their journeys. These ideas are consistent with the results of other studies from literature [57–60,64].

All the respondents mentioned that they plan their travels by using the Internet (Google maps, touristic forums, sites). One of the specialists declared that several times advised the parents to show to the children images with the places where they want to go to, so the children get acquainted with the new locations. All the specialists agreed that VR could offer more accurate (visual) details about the locations, confirming the results obtained from the group of parents. “Such a platform benefits these people and their families, because it offers accurate data about a location” (#8).

Several possibilities to use this technology in the benefit of children with special needs were identified: simulation of travel by car, train or airplane in order to accustom them with the sensations from these transportation means and with the crowd before getting in them; familiarization with tourist destination before arriving, so children to be able to reduce the stress caused by unknown situations. From the respondents’ perspective, the most needed information about accommodation that might be tested by using VR are: ways to access the accommodation, the accommodation conditions, access
to the bathroom, and access to the different touristic objectives. All the participants considered that accommodation that offers the possibility of testing the conditions through VR is preferable to another that doesn’t offer this possibility.

All the specialists declared that if they think about organizing a trip for children with disabilities, they could use VR to help with this. Regarding the use of VR by children, most of the specialists appreciate that VR facilitates knowledge and through sensitive stimulation offers an environment that can avoid some phobias. Also, interviewed parents stated that they would use VR to plan a trip. The only person who didn’t appreciate this technology was an old aged person, who said that they are not accustomed to modern technology.

5. Conclusions and Proposals

The results reveal that the needs of people with disabilities are very complex, as has been noticed in past research [77] and even now these needs are not being debated enough. The above-mentioned results helped us to find answers to the research questions. As the answer to the first research question (Q1) - which is related to first and second research objectives—the attendants of children with disabilities mentioned all the barriers stressed in the literature: attitude barriers, physical barriers, and lack of communication [34].

The main conclusion of the study is that in Romania, authorities, tourists, and employees are not well prepared enough to include atypical tourists like disabled children and their families in tourism activities. Compared to the results of prior studies mentioned during the analysis, this research revealed that in Romania, the participation of the families with disabled children to tourism activities is reduced and the main causes are considered to be cultural factors and economic factors (the family income is usually low). In Romania, attitudinal barriers are strong and they come both from people with disabilities (mentality, a child with disabilities represents, even now, a shame for a lot of families) and from the society, which is not well prepared, educated, or empathetic.

In regards to physical barriers, the results reveal that although accessibility was improved, the sample members considered that these barriers are still present for disabled people.

Related to the second research question (Q2 which is related to the third research objective) the authors concluded that a real change in mentality towards people with disabilities can be done only through education. In this respect, the inclusion of topics related to improving the attitudes towards disabled people in the primary school curriculum could be an incentive for achieving the UN’s sustainable development goals [2].

VR technology (approached in Q3 related to the fourth research objectives) could fill the gap between the perceptions about a tourist destination before visit and the real experience in this destination. VR can help children and parents to immerse themselves in the destination, to find facilities and obstacles, and to obtain a better image of the places that they are going to visit.

By taking into consideration the fact that people with disabilities are feeling tourism experiences as well, abolishing the physical and attitude barriers represents a challenge for all stakeholders. Considering the study results, the authors concluded the existence of a lack of communication with these people that causes significant difficulties when trying to avoid the specified barriers. They don’t feel like having support in taking the decision to purchase a tourism product. In this context, using VR could facilitate the decisional process, by offering a way to experience some tourism products before traveling.

Starting from these conclusions, the authors have several proposals that could also be applied in other countries with similar contexts. For a better understanding of the results and to increase the ways of using the research conclusions, the authors structured the proposals into 3 categories: proposals for the authorities, proposals for academia, and proposals for the economic environment.

In the authors’ opinion, the authorities should design a tourism development strategy which offers advantages for the medium and long term to tourism operators that assure proper facilities for families with disabled children. Related to stakeholders in tourism, a national strategy would stimulate
their interest for developing such a niche market, with the possibility of gaining significant competitive advantages in the medium and long term. A national strategy can determine an increasing of incomes for national and local authorities coming from stakeholders in tourism, and a better image in society as a consequence of the social responsibility politics generated by such a strategy. The authorities might also become involved in financing specific training programs to prepare tourism employees to work with people with disabilities.

According to the authors, academia, through the advantages offered by the possibility of research conducted in teams that include specialists from different domains, can carry out studies to identify the most viable solutions for the integration of families with disabled children in tourism activities. These studies should be based on the real needs of people with disabilities, because people are different, they have different needs, and integration involves accepting diversity. In these research, virtual reality could be used in order to simulate specific situations of tourism activity (transport, accommodation, crowded places).

The economic environment can be involved in two ways. On the one hand, this can involve financial and logistical support of social responsibility campaigns that are meant to improve their image. On the other hand, this can involve direct investment in tourism units to create facilities specific to families with children with disabilities. Thus, a better access of disabled people to important services, including tourism, can be assured as it is also underlined in literature [79]. These investments could become effective by expanding the target market, because families with disabled children will access services which meet their needs.

In the future, the authors intend to go further in exploring deeper research regarding the needs of disabled children and also regarding the ways that new technologies such as virtual reality and Augmented Reality could help families with disabled children to obtain better and easier participation in tourism activities.

The main limit of the qualitative research is the impossibility of extending the results. At the same time, because only the parents and specialists perspective were focused on, the future research direction has to identify the perspective of the other categories of stakeholders, such as typical tourists, employers, and tourism employees, central, and local authorities, etc.
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